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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an H.264 standard-compliant video en-
coder optimized for region-of-interest (ROI) based coding
tuned to American Sign Language (ASL) videos. Encoding
modes are developed which allow the encoder to allocate
both rate and computational resources differently across the
ROIs. An objective measure of intelligibility is included
in an encoder parameter optimization by modifying a fast
offline distortion-complexity optimization algorithm, result-
ing in parameter selections that demonstrate excellent rate-
intelligibility-complexity performance. These parameters can
be stored in a look-up table for use by an online algorithm
which selects parameters based on available computational
resources. The resulting parameter selections improve the
encoder speed by up to 21.2% with a small decrease in intel-
ligibility over the x264 default parameter settings.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cell phone technology has become ubiquitous due to its
convenience and mobility. Current video cell phones are
equipped with a camera and codecs, and have the potential
for use in real-time mobile videoconferencing. However, the
availability of high bandwidth 3G networks is limited to few
cities in the United States, ultimately requiring such a system
to operate at very low bandwidths. Furthermore, real-time
capture, encoding, and transmission of digital video is diffi-
cult on devices with limited computational resources, suchas
mobile phones. This motivates the need for low complexity
video compression algorithms which can provide video that
is useful to the end user. In the past, the perceptual qualityof
videoconferencing has been improved by reducing distortions
in the user’s face [1, 2]. Region-of-interest (ROI) based video
compression can be extended to American Sign Language
(ASL) video. For ASL video, an observer is tracking the
signer’s face and hands and evaluating distortions only in
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those regions. This is supported by both the linguistic struc-
ture of sign language [3] (e.g. how information is conveyed)
and by eye-tracking experiments [4]. Because of this unique
structure, several specialized algorithms have been proposed
for encoding sign language video [4, 5, 6].

In the author’s previous work, an ASL optimized video
encoder was developed using an objective measure of intelli-
gibility incorporated into an H.264 rate-distortion (R-D)opti-
mization algorithm [6]. A performance bound for the system
is obtained using the Viterbi algorithm to search over all pos-
sible quantization parameters and encoding modes. For fixed
levels of intelligibility, bitrate can be reduced by as muchas
60% over an R-D optimization algorithm which measures dis-
tortion as MSE. The goal of this work is to achieve as much
of this gain as possible while maintaining a computational
complexity appropriate for low mobile devices with low pro-
cessing power.

Traditionally, ROI-optimized encoders achieve bitrate
savings by allocating rate only to the most relevant regions.
In this work, we extend this concept and also allocate more
computational resources to these important regions. Two
additional encoding options are presented which allow varia-
tions in encoding complexity based on the relative importance
of each macroblock. A fast offline algorithm is then used to
search the space of possible encoding parameters available
in H.264, including the proposed ROI-tuned options, to find
parameters that give us improvement in encoding speed with
only small decreases in intelligibility. The results demonstrate
that appropriate parameter selections improve the encoder
speed by up to 21.2% with a small decrease in intelligibility
when compared to the x264 default parameter settings.

2. SIGN LANGUAGE
INTELLIGIBILITY-OPTIMIZED VIDEO ENCODER

The ASL optimized encoder is implemented within x264 [7],
an open-source H.264 encoder. The rate-distortion optimiza-
tion uses an objective intelligibility measure, which is a func-
tion of the distortion in linguistically relevant regions and ac-
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curately predicts an observer’s subjective intelligibility rating
[3]. Each frame of the input sequence is segmented into the
signer’s face, hands, torso, and background, using color-based
skin detection and morphological processing. This segmenta-
tion operates in real-time on a mobile device [8]. Given the
region segmentation for a particular frame, the distortions af-
fecting intelligibility are computed as the weighted combina-
tion of the mean squared error (MSE) in the face, hands, and
torso of the signer:

D = WF MSEF + WHMSEH + WT MSET , (1)

whereWF = 1.6, WH = 0.5, andWH = 0.1. Because
of the varying weights, a particular MSE in the signer’s face
will result in a higher total distortion than the same MSE in
the signer’s torso.

The ASL-tuned distortion measure in (1) is incorporated
into a rate-distortion (R-D) optimization procedure similar to
that of [9] and applied to a collection of ASL videos. For
a given Lagrangianλ, the parameterp that includes motion
vector, mode and quantization step size (QP) is chosen such
that it minimizes the joint R-D costJ(X, p) = D(X, p) +
λR(X, p), whereX is a particular macroblock. A conse-
quence of using the distortion measure in 1 is that more rate is
inherently allocated to the important regions (i.e., face,hands,
and torso). The work presented in [6] identified a functional
relationship betweenλ and the resulting optimal QPs. Ulti-
mately, this allows for fast encoding by using a single parame-
terλ to quickly select a QP value for each of the region types.
The motion vector and mode for each macroblock are still se-
lected according to the minimum R-D cost. Rate control is
performed at the frame-level by adjusting the Lagrangian pa-
rameterλ, according toλ(n + 1) = λ(n)−Rtarget/Ractual,
whereRtarget andRactual are the target bits and actual bits
for framen.

3. ROI-BASED COMPLEXITY ALLOCATION
ENCODER OPTIONS

Four variable encoding parameters are varied to achieve dif-
ferent points in rate-distortion-complexity: sub-pixel motion
estimation (subme); reference frames (ref); partition size
(part); and entropy coding and quantization (trellis).
The subme has 7 options corresponding to the number of
iterations for half-pel and quarter-pel motion estimation. A
maximum of 16 reference frames can be specified usingref.
Ten differentpart options specify the partition size from
4 × 4 and above for intra (I), predictive (P) and bi-predictive
(B) macroblocks [10]. Thetrellis parameter has four op-
tions that include uniform quantization with and without con-
text adaptive arithmetic coding (CABAC) (options 1 and 0);
and two schemes that use CABAC and Djikstra’s algorithm
for finding the quantization for a block of DCT coefficient
such that the overall R-D cost is reduced (options 3 and 4).

Two additional encoding parameters are added to the
x264 encoder that allow the encoding complexity to vary on
a per-block basis, depending on the type of region being en-
coded (e.g. face, hand, or background). The first parameter
(backgrd-part) restricts the partition search performed
by the encoder in background blocks. In H.264, as many
as 12-15 different modes need to be analyzed for a given
macroblock. Since distortions in background macroblocks do
not contribute to the overall distortion measure in Equation
(1), background macroblocks can be encoded with very little
rate (and consequently, very high distortion). Motivated by
this, the encoder is modified to have two sets of available
partition types, one for face and hand blocks and one for
background blocks. When using both thebackgrd-part
and part parameters, the encoder usesbackgrd-part
option for background macroblocks andpart option for the
face and hands macroblocks. For ease of integration into the
pre-existing encoder structures, thebackgrd-part has the
same 10 options aspart. This allows the search for par-
titions in background macroblocks to be limited to only the
coarsest partitions while still enabling the finer partitions for
the relevant blocks.

In motion-compensated video coding, searching for op-
timal motion vectors comprises a significant portion of the
total encoding time. To speed up the motion search, a pa-
rameter (ROI-ME) is included that specifies a potentially dif-
ferent motion search method for the face, hands, torso and
background macroblocks. This approach was demonstrated
to improve the encoding speed of the x264 encoder by up to
12% for ASL videos [11]. The space of possible x264 motion
search methods are listed in increasing order of complexity:
diamond (DIA), hexagon (HEX) and uneven multihexagon
(UMH) search. The background macroblocks use only the
DIA search, while the torso region uses equal or lower com-
plexity search compared to the face and hand regions. The
ROI-ME includes the following 8 options (1, . . . , 8) corre-
sponding to the motion search in (face, torso, background) re-
gions: (HEX, UMH, DIA), (UMH, HEX, DIA), (HEX, HEX,
DIA), (UMH, DIA, DIA), (HEX, DIA, DIA), (DIA, DIA,
DIA), (UMH, UMH, DIA) and (UMH, UMH, UMH).

For each of the encoding parameters, the options are in-
dexed in order of increasing complexity. For example, a value
of part = 10 is the most complex and enables the encoder to
search over of all possible macroblock partitions. Conversely,
a value ofpart = 1 restricts the search to only the coarsest
partitions but offers the lowest complexity. The lower com-
plexity options can increase the speed of the encoder but can
reduce the overall rate-distortion performance.

4. JOINT RATE-INTELLIGIBILITY-COMPLEXITY
OPTIMIZATION

The set of encoding options discussed in Section 3 made
available to the encoder determine the achievable bitrate,
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distortion, and complexity. A vector of parameter options
is referred to asparameter settings. The x264 default pa-
rameter setting is the vector (subme = 5, part = 8, ref =
1, trellis= 1, backgrd-part=0, ROI-ME=0). These
values are also listed in Table 2. This parameter vector cor-
responds to high complexity sub-pixel motion estimation;
all possible macroblock partitions; one reference frame; and
the use of the context adaptive arithmetic coder (CABAC)
with uniform quantization. The default settings do not use
any of the region-based complexity optimization options. An
ideal video encoder will select the parameter setting which
results in a compressed video that meets the target rate and
complexity constraints in an optimal way. An exhaustive
search over all possible parameter settings requires 358400
encodings per video (7 × 16 × 10 × 4 × 10 × 8). Because
it is impossible to perform an exhaustive search of this rate-
distortion-complexity space in real-time on a mobile device,
fast and accurate methods for choosing the appropriate set of
encoding parameters must be employed.

The dominant parameter setting pruning algorithm (DPSPA)
[10] is applied to determine optimal parameter settings with-
out performing a full search. DPSPA is a fast offline algorithm
that uses significantly fewer encodings compared to an ex-
haustive search to estimate the distortion-complexity convex
hull. For a fixed bitrate, DPSPA provides a collection of pa-
rameter settings which correspond to operating points lying
approximately on the distortion-complexity (D-C) convex
hull, as illustrated in Figure 1. These points are nearly opti-
mal in terms of their D-C performance; for a fixed complexity
constraint, the resulting distortion is minimized. Applying the
algorithm over a range of target bitrates effectively provides a
look-up table that specifies the parameter settings to use such
that distortion is minimized given both a rate and complexity
constraint.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: APPLYING DPSPA
TO ASL VIDEO SET

The DPSPA algorithm is applied to a set of nine training ASL
videos and six test ASL videos each having320 × 240 frame
resolution, 200 frames and a frame rate of 15 fps. The results
are reported for fixed values ofλ. Fixingλ for a collection of
sequences effectively fixes the QP value in each frame. This
results in slight variations in rate and is an approximationof a
constant rate scenario. Results are currently being generated
at fixed values of bitrate using the rate control algorithm de-
scribed in Section 2 and will be presented at the workshop.
These experiments are conducted on a Windows XP PC hav-
ing a 2.01 GHz AMD processor.

The DPSPA algorithm is executed for values ofλ =
{0.5, 1, 5, 40, 150}corresponding to average bitrate of{215.5,
155.8, 74.2, 28.8, 16.1} kb/s for the default parameter setting
on test videos. The optimal parameter settings computed by
DPSPA are applied to the test set of ASL videos to obtain
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Fig. 1. Joint R-DI cost vs. encoding time for an ASL training
video. DPSPA provides an approximation of the convex hull
of the R-D-C space.

Table 1. Relative performance of DPSPA parameter setting
over the default parameter setting for ASL test videos. A neg-
ative bitrate gain implies lower bitrate for DPSPA. Tests were
performed on a Windows XP PC with 2.01 GHz AMD pro-
cessor.

λ Avg. rate Max speed Avg. speed Avg.
gain gain gain Intell.

loss (dB)

0.6 -2.4% 15.7% 14.4% 0.08
1.1 -0.47% 19.2% 16.8% 0
5 -26.8% 21.2% 13.7% 0.16
46 0.49% 20.1% 15% 0.67
150 -0.66% 18% 13.7% 0.22

the maximum and average encoding speed improvement,
the relative gain in bitrate and the loss in intelligibilityof
DPSPA parameter setting over the default parameter setting.
As demonstrated in Table 1, the DPSPA parameter settings
provide average speed improvements of approximately 15%
with little decrease in intelligibility. A difference of approxi-
mately 1.5 dB corresponds to a statistical change in subjective
intelligibility score [6]. Therefore, the average decreases in
intelligibility shown in Table 1 will not significantly reduce
the perceived intelligibility.

The reductions in complexity result from choosing an op-
timal combination of encoding parameters, including the use
of the additional coding modes tuned for region-based coders.
Table 2 lists the encoder parameter settings which have been
applied to the test videos. While the default parameter setting
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Table 2. The default parameter setting (fixed) and DPSPA
parameter settings for different values ofλ.

Parameter Default λDPSPA

name 0.6 1.1 5 46 150
subme 5 3 3 3 2 2
ref 1 3 1 1 1 1
part 8 6 8 8 3 3

trellis 1 0 0 2 2 2
backgrd-part – 8 7 3 6 7

ROI-ME – 6 5 6 6 6

uses HEX search for the entire frame, the DPSPA parame-
ter setting exploits theROI-ME option, using either (HEX,
DIA, DIA) or (DIA, DIA, DIA) for (face, torso, background),
each of which have lower search complexity than the default
setting. DPSPA often chooses lower complexitysubme and
backgrnd-part compared to the defaultsubme=5 and
P8 × 8, I8 × 8, I4 × 4 for background macroblocks. Since
DPSPA generates parameter settings that trade-off joint rate-
intelligibility cost with encoding time, it does not alwayspick
parameters having lower complexity than the default setting.
For example in Table 2, forλDPSPA = 0.6, DPSPA picks
three reference frames instead of one reference frame. The
additional computation cost is mediated by the corresponding
reduction in distortion.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents an ASL encoder based on the H.264 stan-
dard in which both rate and complexity can be allocated to
the region-of-interest. The proposed encoder includes two
new parameters that specify the partition size for the back-
ground macroblocks and ROI-based motion search complex-
ity. DPSPA, a fast offline algorithm, is used to choose param-
eter settings that have excellent rate-intelligibility-complexity
performance. These parameter settings can be stored in a
look-up table that can be used by an online algorithm which
chooses parameter settings based on the available computa-
tional resources and bandwidth. When compared to the de-
fault parameter settings, the DPSPA parameter settings gives
up to 21.2% improvement in encoding speed with a small de-
crease in intelligibility.

DPSPA quickly provides a collection of parameter set-
tings which are nearly optimal in terms of rate, distortion,and
complexity. Real-time video encoding on a mobile device im-
poses constraints on both bitrate and encoding speed. Bitrate
is a function of the available network bandwidth, which will
vary depending on network load and geographical location.
The encoding complexity depends on the maximum process-
ing power of a given device and on the remaining battery life.
Given these constraints on bitrate and encoding speed, the of-

fline training results from DPSPA can be stored in a look-up
table on the mobile device, allowing extremely fast selection
of optimal encoding parameters based on the current network
and processing resources. The ASL optimized encoder is cur-
rently being ported to an HTC TyTN II cell phone, being in-
tegrated into the MobileASL application in order to validate
the results computed by DPSPA in the offline training. [12].
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